She’s on the phone right now!

ORII

WHAT IS ORII?
A ring that puts your smart phones voice assistant (Siri or Google now) at your fingertip. ORII lets the user send messages, take calls and handle everyday tasks by touching the ear and speaking to the ring. By using bone conduction technology and bluetooth, the sound from your smart phone is transformed into a vibration that travels through your finger bone into the ear, letting the user speak and hear through the finger. You can also set smart custom notifications in the ring using the LED light and vibrations to stay connected to the apps and features that matters to you.

WHY ORII?
ORII is the next step in voice interface hardware, taking us from screen and text to more voice-based ways of communicating with today’s electronic and smart devices. It transform the users voice assistant into a more productive and seamlessly connected device located where it’s most accessible, at your fingertip.

WHO WOULD WEAR ORII?
The constantly on-the-go tech savvy professional who walk and text, manage their calendar on the subway and triage their inbox whilst waiting in line for a coffee.
The Ultimate Voice Assistant Ring
Check new messages, control your music, and complete everyday tasks without a screen, all at your fingertip.

Screen Time, Reduced
No need to check your phone. ORII alerts you of incoming messages and calls. With a voice assistant at your finger, you can send and listen to messages, take and make quick calls, all while your phone stays in your pocket.

The most important features explained in a minute:

https://youtu.be/7ZlKdzpMSM8
Bone conduction technology

ORII uses bone conduction, a technology that has been used in medical-grade devices for decades. ORII uses bone conduction transducers that convert electrical signals into vibrations that travel through bone and directly into the inner ear, bypassing the eardrums. This is why bone conduction, when applied properly, can offer superior audio quality even in noisy environments.

The magic of bone conduction is that you can hear it loud and clear, with minimal audibility for the people around you. But many bone conduction products suffer from sound leakage, meaning that people nearby can hear what you can hear through your bone conduction device. This is often because they use large actuators at high power output, and there's always a trade-off between how much power is used to create audio clarity and the amount of sound leakage generated.

Smart Home, Simplified
It’s good to be home - where everything is the way you want it to be.

Simply whisper your command on ORII without shouting across the room. Control your smart appliances wherever you are in the house. Need to be quiet? Do it all with a quick gesture.
Gesture & Voice Interface

ORII opens up new ways to interact with your digital assistant.

With gestures, voice, and buttons at your disposal, controlling your device screen-free is now more intuitive and accurate than ever.

Assistant on demand
Putting a voice assistant right at your fingertips. Let ORII help you while at home or on the move, so you can focus on what’s in front of you.

Do more with gestures
From triggering your voice assistant, checking time and messages, controlling music, to switching lights off at home - ORII shortcuts it all to a couple of quick taps.

Speak with clarity
Has your headset’s mic ever failed you? Use ORII at close proximity to pick up your voice accurately in loud places, even at a near whisper.

Listening made private
We know it can be awkward to have your assistant talk to you on speaker, for everyone to hear. Now with a touch of the ear, hear it speak to you discreetly.
**When Tech Meets Style**

Designed for fashion, ORII strikes a bold yet sleek figure, building bone conduction into a stylish, minimalist smart ring.

**Aluminium case**
Lightweight and durable, ORII comes in in four premium colors, perfect for any outfits and occasions.

**Buttons**
With intuitive buttons on both sides of the ring, access to your phone voice assistant is now just a press away.

**Ring**
Don’t know your ring size? No problem, ORII comes with interchangeable ring sizes so you can easily find the one that fits you best.

---

**A clip of users trying ORII for the first time:**

[Video: https://youtu.be/91Nm8FEQA04](https://youtu.be/91Nm8FEQA04)
Custom notifications
Assigned personalized LED colors and vibration patterns so you know what messages you are receiving. Stay connected with those who matter.

Instant messaging
Hear your text messages through your fingertip and compose messages by speaking through a pair of microphones inside. Perfect for sending short texts on-the-go.

Quick calls
Take and make quick calls with just one press of a button. ORII lets you know the incoming call number, so just leave your phone in your bag.

Voice assistant
ORII makes your phone's voice assistant more convenient than ever before putting it at your fingertip. Wake up your Voice Assistant with a single press.

Your Voice Powered Smart Ring - longer Version 3'39":

https://youtu.be/Pbqiv-c2ms8

ORII
• one Ring with 10 adjustable ring sizes
• IPX7 water resistant
• 50 mAh battery
• one hour listening time, 45 hrs. standby time

**Price:** 199.95 EURO  (UVP, inkl. MwSt.)
EAN: Space Grey  
EAN: Armor Red  
EAN: Dark Night  
EAN: Stardust Silver

Web-Site: [https://orii.io](https://orii.io)

Please send your orders to: auftragsbearbeitung@ntp-gmbh.com

All prices are plus statutory VAT

Interested in more?

Here you can see an overview of the NTP-Assortments: